
Legible Releases First Ever “Living Book” of an Indigenous Story
Unique digital publication breathes new life into ancient oral history

Vancouver, British Columbia – June 28, 2022 – In honour of Indigenous History Month, Legible Inc.
(CSE: READ) (FSE: D0T) ("Legible” or the “Company”) is proud to present the first ever media rich
“Living Book” edition of an Indigenous authored work, Not Extinct: Keeping the Sinixt Way, in which
Sinixt storytellers and knowledge-keepers Marilyn James and Taress Alexis address the reality of their
living culture in the face of Canada’s bureaucratic genocide of their people in 1956 and their fight to
reverse extinction.

Developed in collaboration with the Sinixt Nation and publisher Maa Press, Legible’s Living Book uses
the powerful code bases of its globally accessible browser-based reading platform to unlock ancient
oral history traditions for a global audience, forming a stunning bridge from past to present to future.
The ebook is accessible and responsive in every device, and is a fully reflowable ePub3, showcasing
the possibilities for publishers and authors in the digital reading space.

“We’re thrilled to see Not Extinct published as a Living Book on the Legible platform as it allows readers
to easily engage with the multimedia elements that are integral to this unique project,” says KL Kivi of
Maa Press. “Working with a company like Legible that is championing ground-breaking technology is
empowering.”

The Living Book format connects readers to the land and the stories of Not Extinct, featuring the
trickster Snk̓lip and the other Animal Beings of Sinixt oral history, in a more visceral and sensorial way
than the print medium can achieve. Text interwoven with stunning film clips, interviews, and beautiful
illustrations enables readers to listen to Sinixt stories and hear the language, vividly illuminating the
Sinixt relationship with the upper Columbia River watershed and their quest to reclaim their rights and
responsibilities in their x̌aʔx̌aʔ təmxʷúlaʔxʷ (sacred homeland).

“We are proud to work with Maa Press and the Sinixt Nation to support publication of the Living Book
edition of this powerful, beautiful, and timely story,” stated Legible’s President and CEO Kaleeg
Hainsworth. “Legible’s goal is to use our globally accessible, browser-based reading and publishing
platform to ensure all stories have a venue in which to be heard, seen, and told.”

Not Extinct: Keeping the Sinixt Way is available now on Legible.com.

About Legible Inc.
Legible Inc. is a book entertainment and media company with a mission: millions of books for billions of
readers, globally. Legible has developed two high-value verticals: first, a browser-based accessible B2C
ebook entertainment platform for the emerging web with high-growth potential called legible.com — a
global ebook entertainment platform delivering beautiful, accessible & immersive reading for

https://legible.com/book/not-extinct/9781777812904
https://legible.com/book/not-extinct/9781777812904


next-generation readers; and second, a global B2B ebook conversion and production service with
high-revenue potential called Legible Publishing — a world-class high-volume digital conversion service
for publishers and organizations and a remediation service of ebook content for the accessibility
community. Legible Publishing creates multimedia ebooks, branded as Living Books, that empower
authors and publishers to deliver dynamic and unique content.

Founded and led by a team of technologists, authors, ebook publishers, designers, and publishing
industry insiders, Legible is transforming the digital publishing industry and gaining market share
through innovative, 21st century publishing and global reading experiences. Legible provides innovative
e-reading experiences to the masses through any browser-enabled device. Legible is committed to
providing access to readers that value immersive entertainment experiences through well-constructed
and dynamic books. Legible embraces sustainability, accessibility, and global literacy.

Please visit Legible.com and discover the place where ebooks come to life.
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Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information
Certain statements in this press release are forward-looking statements and are prospective in nature. Forward-looking
 statements are not based on historical facts, but rather on current expectations and projections about future events, many  of
which, by their nature, are inherently uncertain and outside of the Company’s control and are therefore subject to risks  and
uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ materially from the future results expressed or implied by the
 forward-looking statements. These statements generally can be identified by the use of forward-looking words such as “may”,
“should”, “will”, “could”, “intend”, “estimate”, “plan”, “anticipate”, “expect”, “believe” or “continue”, or the negative  thereof or
similar variations. These statements include forward looking statements regarding new revenue sources and growth plans for
the Company. Those assumptions and factors are based on information currently available to the Company. Although
management of the  Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially
from those contained in forward-looking statements or forward-looking information, there may be other factors that cause
results not to be as  anticipated, estimated or intended. Among the key factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those  projected in the forward-looking information and statements are the following: changes in general
economic, business and political conditions,  including changes in the financial markets; changes in applicable laws;  and the
diversion of management time. Should one or more of these risks, uncertainties or  other factors materialize, or should
assumptions underlying the forward-looking information or statements prove incorrect,  actual results may vary materially from
those described herein as intended, planned, anticipated, believed, estimated or  expected. There can be no assurance that
such statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events  could differ materially from those anticipated in
such statements. Readers should not place undue reliance on forward- looking statements and forward-looking information.
The forward-looking information contained in this release is made as of  the date hereof and the Company assumes no
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements or forward- looking information that are incorporated by reference
herein, whether as a result of new information, future events or  otherwise, except as required by applicable securities laws.
The foregoing statements expressly qualify any forward-looking  information contained herein. All subsequent written and oral
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forward-looking information and statements attributable to the  Company or persons acting on its behalf is expressly qualified in
its entirety by this notice. 
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